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Investment activity is activity that aimed in assorted risk and uncertainty that often difficult to be predicted by investors. In this time, the fast of Indonesia’s stock exchange can not be separated from investors that do transaction at Indonesia’s stock exchange. Capital market is tool of companies to increase long-range need with selling share or take outside debenture. Companies choosing are to pay money supply dividend to stockholder and furthermore choice for increasing dividend, decrease dividend or keep it in same total be one challenge and difficult from company's finance wisdom. This research canvasses about factors that influence money supply dividend in Manufacture Company and free variable in this research is earning per share and share price.

This research aims to detect whether *Earning per Share* (EPS) and influential share price towards money supply dividend and how big the influence of it. Hypothesis in this research is EPS and share price partially and influential simultaneous towards money supply dividend. Data source is got from Indonesian Capital Market Directory (ICMD) manufacturing company on 2006-2008. Data analysis method that used in this research based on data cross section with total sample of companies as much as 14 companies.

Based on calculation result, doubled linear analysis got that first hypothesis in this research acceptable, EPS influential and significant towards money supply dividend. Second hypothesis in this research acceptable, influential share price and significant towards money supply dividend. Third hypothesis in this watchfulness is accepted, as together EPS and share price influence and significant towards money dividend of manufacturing company on 2006-2008.